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Abstract

Aims Heart failure (HF) represents a clinical syndrome resulting from different aetiologies and degrees of heart diseases.
Among these, a key role is played by primary heart muscle disease (cardiomyopathies), which are the combination of
multifactorial environmental insults in the presence or absence of a known genetic predisposition. The aim of the Maastricht
Cardiomyopathy registry (mCMP-registry; NCT04976348) is to improve (early) diagnosis, risk stratification, and management of
cardiomyopathy phenotypes beyond the limits of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF).
Methods and results The mCMP-registry is an investigator-initiated prospective registry including patient characteristics,
diagnostic measurements performed as part of routine clinical care, treatment information, sequential biobanking, quality
of life and economic impact assessment, and regular follow-up. All subjects aged ≥16 years referred to the cardiology depart-
ment of the Maastricht University Medical Center (MUMC+) for HF-like symptoms or cardiac screening for cardiomyopathies
are eligible for inclusion, irrespective of phenotype or underlying causes. Informed consented subjects will be followed up for
15 years. Two central approaches will be used to answer the research questions related to the aims of this registry: (i) a
data-driven approach to predict clinical outcome and response to therapy and to identify clusters of patients who share un-
derlying pathophysiological processes; and (ii) a hypothesis-driven approach in which clinical parameters are tested for their
(incremental) diagnostic, prognostic, or therapeutic value. The study allows other centres to easily join this initiative, which
will further boost research within this field.
Conclusions The broad inclusion criteria, systematic routine clinical care data-collection, extensive study-related data-
collection, sequential biobanking, and multi-disciplinary approach gives the mCMP-registry a unique opportunity to improve
diagnosis, risk stratification, and management of HF and (early) cardiomyopathy phenotypes beyond the LVEF limits.
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Introduction

Heart failure (HF) is a heterogeneous, multifactorial, and
rising epidemic syndrome. It currently affects over 50 million
patients worldwide, causing a significant societal, clinical, and
economic burden.1,2 HF symptoms are often non-specific,
making the diagnosis—particularly during early stages—
challenging.3,4 The difficulty in diagnosing HF is reflected by
the multitude of proposed reference standards, which often
include different clinical variables and biomarkers with vary-
ing cut-off values.3,5–8

Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) is one of the
cornerstones within these reference standards, mainly be-
cause major therapeutic progress has been made in patients
with a reduced LVEF.9,10 HF patients are nowadays usually
categorized in HF with reduced (HFrEF), mildly reduced
(HFmrEF), and preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF).3 While
categorizing HF based on LVEF provided valuable insight into
the pathophysiology of HF, it results in an enormous oversim-
plification of this complex syndrome.9–11

Heart failure represents a clinical syndrome resulting from
different aetiologies and degrees of heart diseases. Among
these, a key role is played by primary heart muscle disease
(cardiomyopathies), which are the combination of multifacto-
rial environmental insults in the presence or absence of a
known genetic predisposition.2,9,10,12 The usage of
guideline-based and LVEF-based inclusion criteria for regis-
tries seriously hampers the possibility to better understand
the clinical course of early to overt cardiomyopathy pheno-
types. A better understanding of the (early) cardiomyopathy
phenotypes, their underlying pathophysiological processes,
and their related (future) disease burden and progression
towards overt HF is essential in order to pave the path for
novel targeted prevention and intervention studies and is
the objective of the Maastricht Cardiomyopathy registry
(mCMP-registry).

Study design

Objectives

The aim of the mCMP-registry is to improve (early) diagnosis,
risk stratification, and management of cardiomyopathy
phenotypes in individuals that are referred to the cardiology
department for HF-like symptoms or cardiac screening for
cardiomyopathies (Figure 1). Specific aims are to (i) improve
(early) diagnosis of cardiomyopathy phenotypes and aetiol-
ogies in (a) symptomatic individuals; (ii) improve (early) risk
stratification of (a) symptomatic individuals with and without
an overt cardiac phenotype that are referred for HF-like
symptoms or cardiac screening for cardiomyopathies (e.g. be-
cause of known familial cardiomyopathy); (iii) develop a

better understanding of the societal and economic impact
of (early) cardiomyopathies; (iv) develop a better understand-
ing of pathophysiological processes involved in the
development and progression of (early) cardiomyopathies;
and (v) develop novel treatment strategies based on these
pathophysiological processes.

Study design

The mCMP-registry (NCT04976348) is an investigator-initi-
ated single-centre prospective observational registry founded
in July 2021. It includes patient characteristics, diagnostic
measurements (Figure 2) performed as part of routine clinical
care, treatment information, standardized sequential
biobanking, yearly questionnaires (including quality of life
and economic impact assessment), and long-term clinical
follow-up (the data dictionary and overview of samples col-
lected are available at www.cardiomyopathyresearch.eu).
Each patient is followed up for 15 years or until death or
withdrawal of consent. The study does not interfere with rou-
tine clinical practice at any time point, and all patients are
treated at the discretion of their physician in accordance with
the latest guidelines and consensus statements. All subjects
included in the registry provide written informed consent.
Additionally, to improve future risk stratification (such as to
determine which patients would benefit from an implanted
defibrillator) and to minimize selection bias for such analyses,
patients who died before informed consent was signed will
be included in the registry if the deceased person was eligible
for inclusion and did not object to the use of their medical
data for research purposes (opt-out approach). The study is
performed in accordance with the principles of the
Declaration of Helsinki and the European Union General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). An independent Medical
Ethics Committee of the Maastricht University Medical
Center (MUMC+) has approved this registry.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

All individuals aged ≥16 years referred to the cardiology de-
partment of the MUMC+ for HF-like symptoms3 or cardiac
screening for cardiomyopathies (heart muscle diseases,
including but not limited to dilated cardiomyopathy) are
eligible for inclusion. Individuals will not be prospectively
included in the registry if they are not willing to participate
or unable to provide written informed consent.

Clinical data

All subjects referred to our clinic receive the study informa-
tion of this registry and can provide written informed consent
during the upcoming appointment (more information is pro-
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vided at www.cardiomyopathyresearch.eu). All hospital visits
will take place according to regular clinical procedures. At
baseline, a standard care protocol is used for the clinical
diagnostic workup of individuals referred to the cardiology
department of the MUMC+, including medical/family history
assessment, physical examination, blood analysis (including
but not limited to creatinine and N-terminal pro-B-type natri-
uretic peptide), electrocardiography, and echocardiography.
The treating cardiologist may decide to perform additional di-
agnostic measurements beyond this protocolled diagnostic
workup (e.g. genetic testing is offered in patients with dilated
cardiomyopathy, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, arrhythmo-
genic cardiomyopathy, or in arrhythmic/conduction disor-

ders) based on the medical indication at baseline or during
follow-up (Figure 2).13,14 The measurements performed dur-
ing clinical visits are collected in standardized forms within
the patient’s electronic medical record (EMR) for routine
clinical care purposes (also including medication usage).
Subsequently, the data are uploaded pseudo-anonymized to
a database using standardized electronic online case-record
forms (eCRF) for subjects included within the mCMP-registry.
More details are provided in the Supporting Information.

Regular clinical follow-up periods will be at 6 and
12 months, and finally yearly unless the treating cardiologist
decides otherwise (Figure 3). Measurements performed for
clinical purposes, diagnosis of cardiac and non-cardiac

Figure 1 The Maastricht Cardiomyopathy registry (mCMP-registry) includes subjects referred to the cardiology clinic of the Maastricht University Med-
ical Centre (MUMC+) for HF-like symptoms or cardiac screening (e.g. because of known familial cardiomyopathy). The broad inclusion criteria, system-
atic routine clinical care data-collection, extensive study-related data-collection, and multi-disciplinary approach gives the mCMP-registry a unique
opportunity to improve diagnosis, risk stratification, and management of HF and (early) cardiomyopathy phenotypes beyond the left ventricular ejec-
tion fraction limits. HF, heart failure; PBMCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells.
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Figure 2 Standard care protocol for the diagnostic workup of individuals referred to the cardiology department of the Maastricht University Medical
Center for heart failure-like symptoms or cardiac screening. *The treating cardiologist may decide to perform additional diagnostic measurements be-
yond this protocolled diagnostic workup based on the medical indication at baseline or during follow-up. Additional information (such as medication
usage at follow-up and cardiac interventions) is stored within the electronic online case-record forms (the data dictionary is available at www.
cardiomyopathyresearch.eu). 6MWT, 6 min walking test; CAG, invasive coronary angiography; CT-a, computed tomography angiography; CMR, cardiac
magnetic resonance imaging; ECG, electrocardiography; EMB, endomyocardial biopsy; FDG-PET, fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography;
RHC, right heart catheterization; TTE, transthoracic echocardiography; VO2-max, maximal oxygen consumption test; xECG, exercise
electrocardiography.

Figure 3 Subjects included in the mCMP-registry undergo clinical care as usual. Regular clinical visits will be at baseline, 6 and 12 months, and finally
yearly unless the treating cardiologist decides otherwise. Upon inclusion in the mCMP-registry, subjects are asked for additional consent for yearly
surveying short questionnaires for a period of 15 years and sequential biobanking. AE, adverse events; EMR, electronic medical records; *EQ-5D,
EuroQol 5D questionnaire (obtained at baseline, and after 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15 years in informed consented subjects); HF, heart failure; iMCQ, iMTA
Medical Consumption Questionnaire; iPCQ, iMTA Productivity Cost Questionnaire; m, months; mCMP-registry, Maastricht Cardiomyopathy registry;
T, time.
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comorbidities, treatment, and serious adverse events (such
as death and hospitalizations) will be monitored for all
subjects included in this study. A clinical event committee
(CEC; existing of at least three physicians who are part of
the study team) will discuss, sign, and lock the occurrence
of clinical events three times a year.

Longitudinal questionnaires and events

Upon inclusion, subjects are asked for additional consent for
yearly surveying questionnaires for a period of 15 years
(Figure 3). These questionnaires include (i) a yearly question-
naire that focuses on the occurrence of (adverse) events and
current signs/symptoms. If the questionnaire reveals that
(cardiac) events have occurred outside the MUMC+, the study
subjects will be contacted by telephone to determine the na-
ture of the event and date of occurrence (both of which are
necessary for the development of valid prediction models
and time-to-event analysis). If no event occurred, these data
are semi-automatically updated in the eCRF; (ii) a question-
naire at baseline and 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15 years after inclusion
that focuses on the quality of life (EuroQol 5D)15; and (iii)
two questionnaires at baseline, 6, and 12 months after inclu-
sion that focus on the productivity [iMTA Productivity Cost
Questionnaire (iPCQ)16] and the medical consumption [iMTA
Medical Consumption Questionnaire (iMCQ)17] to allow eco-
nomic impact evaluation of (early) cardiomyopathies and HF.

Biobanking for the Maastricht Cardiomyopathy
registry

Upon inclusion in the mCMP-registry, subjects are asked
consent for additional biobanking. During routine blood sam-
pling, an additional amount of 60 mL will be obtained at
baseline and 1 year follow-up in informed consented subjects
(Figure 3). Blood samples are stored as serum, plasma, buffy-
coat, and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCS) for
downstream analysis (such as pluripotent stem cell-related
research). Additional consent is asked for the usage of
biomaterial left-overs collected for routine clinical practice
purposes (including blood, urine, and endomyocardial biop-
sies if available) and for the performance of genetic analysis
on the stored biomaterial. All samples will be stored coded
at the MUMC+ Biobank.

Data collection and management

A systematic approach for study management, data
collection, data cleaning, and data availability was developed
to ensure the sustainability of the mCMP-registry, which
allows reproducibility and scalability of the study structure

and procedures in line with the FAIR Data Principles.18 Proce-
dures are elaborated on in the Supporting Information.
Briefly, patient inclusion information and study logistics
(including automatically sending of questionnaires and re-
lated reminders) are recorded in an online web-based tool
developed for this purpose (developed by MEMIC; Center
for Data and Information Management, Faculty of Health,
Medicine and Life Sciences, Maastricht University, and
MUMC+). Separately, research data are systematically col-
lected from standardized forms within the EMR and stored
with a pseudo-anonymized study ID in the eCRF of CASTOR
EDC (Ciwit B.V., Amsterdam, the Netherlands). All events
and additional-diagnostics information are stored with corre-
sponding dates of occurrence, allowing to answer multiple re-
search questions with divergent baseline moments (T = 0)
within this registry. Source data such as echocardiographic
images or electrocardiography recordings are stored with
the pseudo-anonymized study ID in the research facility. Im-
portantly, the developed data infrastructures and processes
allow easy implementation of other centres in the near
future.

Data availability

The data dictionary and procedures for data sharing with
external researchers are available through our website
(www.cardiomyopathyresearch.eu).

Statistical approach

This registry aims to include 10 000 subjects. The mCMP-
registry Steering Committee will review all statistical plans.
Two central approaches will be used to answer the research
questions related to the aims of this registry: (i) a
data-driven approach to predict clinical outcome – such as
HF hospitalization, (sudden) cardiac death, and changes in
quality of life – and response to therapy, and to identify
clusters of patients who share underlying pathophysiological
processes, in order to pave the path for precision medicine;
and (ii) a hypothesis-driven approach in which clinical param-
eters are tested for their (incremental) diagnostic, prognostic,
or therapeutic value.

Discussion

The mCMP-registry is an ongoing registry including all sub-
jects (≥16 years of age) referred to the cardiology clinic of
the MUMC+ for HF-like symptoms or cardiac screening for
cardiomyopathies, irrespective of diagnosis or LVEF. The
registry enables a unique opportunity to improve diagnosis,
risk stratification, and management of HF and (early)
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cardiomyopathy phenotypes, which is achieved by (Figure 1)
(i) the broad inclusion criteria; (ii) the systematic routine
clinical care at fixed time points, which is documented in
standardized EMR forms, allowing semi-automatic data col-
lection within the eCRF; (iii) the extensive study-related data
collection, including yearly automatically sent questionnaires
for a period of 15 years, sequential biobanking, and yearly
(cardiac) events monitoring validated by a CEC; and (iv)
the multi-disciplinary approach within and beyond our cen-
tre, including both pre-clinical and clinical researchers from
multiple departments (including the department of immu-
nology, pathology, clinical genetics, medical microbiology,
and cardiology) and supporting staff (including research
nurses, lab technicians, bio-statisticians, and IT support).

The years of experience with large-scale cohort studies in
different HF phenotypes of our group, particularly
in HFpEF19,20 and non-ischaemic non-valvular
cardiomyopathy,21–24 formed the foundation of the current
registry. The study logistics and eCRF have been set up to
allow other centres to easily join this initiative, which will
optimize the process of external validations and opens possi-
bilities to study less prevalent cardiomyopathies.

The registry will allow data-driven (e.g. with the use of ma-
chine learning23) and hypothesis-driven approaches (e.g. to
assess the incremental value of novel diagnostic and prognos-
tic biomarkers) by the extensive clinical data and biobank ma-
terials. It will allow testing of the hypothesis that challenge
LVEF as the cornerstone for HF classification, for example,
by introducing and combining alternative cardiac function
measurements (such as left atrial function parameters25 and
global longitudinal strain26), by biomarkers and correspond-
ing biological pathways measured at multiple time points,27

or by introducing alternative multi-organ cardiomyopathy
classifications (e.g. MOGES-like classifications).10,11,28

Because this registry will provide real-world data, it even
allows the performance of registry-based trials. Moreover,
the mCMP-registry allows the creation of a virtual waiting
room for future (interventional) studies.

Due to the close collaboration with the department of clin-
ical genetics, there is access to extensive and large-scale
genotyping of subjects in the registry. The genetic predisposi-
tion of a patient with HF is increasingly receiving attention,
partly due to the first published polygenic risk scores that ex-
plain HF risk beyond the monogenic dogma.29,30 Genetic test-
ing for monogenic causes is incorporated in routine clinical
care in our centre and offered to all patients with a dilated,
hypertrophic, arrhythmogenic, and non-compaction cardio-
myopathy irrespective of aetiology or family history. Subjects
included in the registry give permission to perform genetic
testing on their stored biomaterials, which allows monogenic
and polygenic testing beyond these phenotypes. Genetic test-
ing in our centre includes Sanger sequencing, whole exome
and genome sequencing (WES, WGS), RNA sequencing, and
panel analysis using single-molecular Molecular Inversion

Probes (smMIP). The last method also grants the possibility
to perform genetic testing on paraffine-embedded material
of deceased subjects, which opens new collaborative possibil-
ities with the department of pathology and The Netherlands
Heart Tissue Bank (www.hearttissuebank.nl).31

Study limitations

This study has some challenges that should be addressed.
First, the clinical follow-up data of subjects without an (overt)
cardiac phenotype who are referred to the general practi-
tioner will be limited because all clinical (diagnostic) mea-
surements and follow-up are performed as part of routine
clinical care. However, the yearly questionnaires—with subse-
quently telephone contact if indicated—still allow us to mon-
itor health status and the occurrence of (cardiac) events in
these patients. Second, the collected clinical data originate
from daily clinical practice. Although HF care is standardized
in our centre as much as possible, clinical variations due to
physician or patient preference or logistical limitations may
influence variability in factors such as timing and type of ad-
ditional diagnostics and initiation of HF therapy (because the
treatment of patients and performance of additional diagnos-
tics is part of routine clinical care). Nonetheless, this variation
itself can also result in clinically relevant insights. Moreover,
while the observational design of the registry limits to draw
definite conclusions on causal relationships regarding, for
example, treatment effects, the mCMP-registry provides
real-life data that provides an important basis to execute ran-
domized registry-based clinical trials in the (near) future.

Conclusions

The broad inclusion criteria, systematic routine clinical care
data-collection, extensive study-related data-collection,
sequential biobanking, and multi-disciplinary approach gives
the mCMP-registry a unique opportunity to improve diagno-
sis, risk stratification, and management of HF and (early)
cardiomyopathy phenotypes beyond the LVEF limits.
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